Diversifying search results to satisfy as many users' intents as possible is NP-hard. There have been a plethora of studies on the result diversification problem; some employ a pruned exhaustive search, and some use the greedy algorithm. However, the objective function of the result diversification problem adopts the cascade assumption, which assumes users' information needs will drop once their subtopic search intents are satisfied. As a result of this assumption, the intent distribution of diversified results deviates from the actual distribution of user intentions until each subtopic is chosen equally. Such a selection is unreasonable, especially when the original distribution of user intent is unbalanced. In this paper, we prove that having the standard deviation of subtopic distribution approach zero is a necessary and sufficient condition for the diversification equilibrium and provides empirical evidence for the equilibrium.
INTRODUCTION
Every query can be considered ambiguous due to the inherently limited representation of generically complex information needs. For example, by conducting a user study with 50 participants recruited via social networks to survey search intent for a specific query "apple," we find that a breakdown of the potential intent is as follows: 19 users intend to search for "devices from Apple" (38%), 17 users intend a"fruit apple" (30%), 12 users intend "creative arts" (24%), 3 users intend "Apple facility locations" (6%), and only 1 user intends to search for "Apple services" (2%), as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Therefore, given the ambiguous information need, search result Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s diversification has been proposed to produce rankings to satisfy the multiple potential information needs. The result diversification problem a reduction from the maximum coverage problem hence is NP-hard. Chen uses a pruning strategy to obtain the optimal diversification [3] ; the pruned algorithm obtains optimal results, but it is not efficient enough. The submodularity of the objective function of the diversification problem allows a (1 − 1/e)-approximation [4] ; hence a greedy approximation called IA-Select is proposed [1] . The algorithm attempts to maximize the probability that a user finds at least one useful result within k results. However, the underlying cascade assumption asserts that the gains from results reduce once a satisfying result from the same category is selected. This assumption tends to over-penalize results in chosen categories; as a consequence, IA-Select switches between categories to maximize the probability of users with different intentions finding at least one relevant document hence the ratio of results selected from each intent converges quickly. Capannini [2] directly addressed the distribution of subtopics in the diversified list, but does not consider the weight of each sub-intent in the diversified ranking.
EQUILIBRIUM OF IA-SELECT ALGORITHM
In this section, we present challenges faced by the result diversification problem. We begin by an exposition of the IA-Select algorithm [1] . We adopt assumptions that diversification problems canonically make: a taxonomy of information exists; user intent, queries, and retrieved results are categorized according to this taxonomy; the a priori categories belonging to a query are complete; and the conditional probabilities of the two results satisfying users are independent, which implies that the probability that the set of results all fail to satisfy is equal to the product of the probability of each result in the set fail to satisfy. Given a query q, a collection of user intents C = {c 1 , . . . , c n }, the distribution of each intent U (c i ), the quality value of each result d of user intent c i is denoted V (d |c i ), and the set of retrieved results D = {D 1 , . . . , D n }, where D i is the list of initial results with respect to intent c i , the objective of diversification problem is to maximize the probability that an average user finds at least one satisfying result within the top k results. That is, to find a set of results S k ⊆ D that maximizes
Denote U (c i |S k ) as the probability that the query q belongs to intent c i given that all documents S k fail to satisfy the user, and 
Initially, S 0 = ∅ and U (c i |∅) = U (c i ) is the surveyed intent distribution. Then for all c i ∈ C, S k +1 = S k ∪ {d * }, and U (c i |S k ) is updated by:
Due to the nature of IA-Select, the value of a sub-intent reduces by a factor of 1 − V (d * |c i ) every time a result is selected from this intent. Hence, the subtopic distribution of chosen results tends to converge to equilibrium, where each subtopic tends to be chosen for an equal number of times. To empirically exhibit this scenario, we exploit intent data for the query "apple" from a user study whose questionnaire and response distribution are presented in Fig. 1(a) . Proof. By the complete knowledge assumption, q N i s sum up to 1. Since there are n subtopics, the mean value µ of P N is 1/n. If the standard deviation of P N is zero, then
Therefore, the ratio q N i for each intent is 1/n. The other direction is obtained from the definition of a standard deviation. □ For example, the sub-intent distribution {0.38, 0.3, 0.24, 0.06, 0.02} obtained from the user survey admits a standard deviation of 0.139. Table 1 presents the standard deviation of P N averaged over [a, b] with quality scores listed in the previous section. The averaged standard deviations decrease over time and approach zero as more results are retrieved. Such a tendency suggests that the ratio of results in each intent tends to be the same as more results are selected; hence the intent distribution deviates from the ground truth intent distribution. 
CONCLUSION
In this study, we report an observation on the diversification equilibrium, which suggests a deviation of subtopic distribution of diversified results from the actual user intention, hence can be a potential pitfall for result diversification problem. We conduct a user study to examine the subtopic distribution of retrieved result by IA-Select. Fig. 1(b) -(c) and Table 1 show that the number of results selected from each user intent tends to converge to an equilibrium point. This observation promotes research attention to the optimization of objective function, which potentially boosts the performances of existing result diversification algorithms in general.
